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Abstract—Traditional method of test paper generation is time-consuming, low efficient and low success. In order to improve the success rate of test paper, the paper puts forward an ant colony algorithm of automatic sets method. First, a mathematical model of constraint is built according to the requires of papers, and by using the ant colony algorithm, the optimal solution of grouping is obtained. Simulation results show that, compared with the traditional sets algorithm, the ant colony algorithm improves the efficiency of grouping, increase rate of grouping, and satisfies the current network on-line examination system of real-time higher requirements of grouping.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As a key link in the teaching process in the educational field, examination is not only an evaluation of students’ learning ability but also a means to testing teachers’ teaching effect. Under great influence of human factors in the content, marking criterion and scoring, traditional examinations show low reliability and validity. As our science and technology develops, computer has entered the educational field and become a powerful tool of teaching media and management. Examinations based on computers can greatly enhance the efficiency and make test paper generation, scoring and score statistics intelligent. Thus, the actual effect of teaching can be reflected authentically, objectively and comprehensively, which will in the end improve the teaching quality.

Automatic test paper generation on computers refers to the process in which questions are extracted from the examination base automatically and a test paper that can meet the requirements of question types, knowledge points, difficulty and score distribution is constituted. At present, the methods of automatic test paper generation on computers can be divided into three kinds: random variable algorithm, backtracking algorithm and artificial intelligence algorithm. Random variable algorithm extracts questions randomly and judge if they meet the constraint conditions of the test paper. Since it is simple to realize random variable algorithm, it has been extensively applied in practice. However, random variable algorithm often fails to meet the requirements of test papers and stands a great chance of generating invalid test papers. Therefore, the success rate of this method is pretty low. Furthermore, in the condition of vast question base, it takes a long time to search and reduces the efficiency of generating test papers. In consideration of this, some scholars improved the automatic test paper generation algorithm and put forward backtracking algorithm, which can effectively reduce the probability of invalid test papers, thus greatly improving the performance. Since this algorithm is also simple to realize, it is adopted in many situations. Although it avoids the blindness of random variable algorithm, it merely adjusts the process of generating test papers passively, and when the question base is vast, the times of backtracking will be largely increased, accompanied by a large internal storage and a long period of time wasted. Therefore, many scholars began to apply artificial intelligence technology to generate test papers automatically, trying to improve the performance of automatic test paper generation system and the quality of test papers, such as genetic algorithm and simulated annealing algorithm. Genetic algorithm can realize global optimization with a fast rate of convergence. However, its performance is mainly decided by genetic operators, which means different genetic algorithms need to be set up based on different requirements of test papers. Genetic algorithm is quite complicated, and automatic test paper generating
system based on this algorithm shows poor generality, expandability and flexibility. Therefore, designing reasonable algorithm to compose test papers has always been the difficult and hot issue in the study of automatic computer test paper generating system.

As a new type of simulated and evolved heuristic algorithm, ant colony algorithm (ACA) was put forward by Marco Dorigo, an Italian scholar in accordance with the group behavior of ant foraging. In this algorithm, positive feedback parallel mechanism is adopted, which endows it with the ability of fast and intelligent search. Thanks to this, it has been effectively applied in UAV navigation, logistics addressing and color blending. Since automatic test paper generation and ant foraging share many similarities in optimal solution, ant colony algorithm offers a new channel to the solution of automatic test paper generation. Therefore, an automatic test paper method based on ant colony algorithm is put forward in this dissertation. It is suggested by case result that when comparing with other kinds of commonly used automatic algorithm to generate test papers, automatic test paper generating system based on ant colony algorithm improves the success rate of test paper generation, and accelerates its speed, which lead to higher quality of test papers being generated that can basically accommodate to the requirements of automatic test paper generation-high success rate and instantaneity.

II. AUTOMATIC TEST PAPER GENERATION

Automatic test paper generation selects a certain number of questions from examination database which contains a large number of questions to generate a test paper that can satisfy the requirements of examination. Different questions can generate many test papers in different qualities. Automatic test paper generation is the core of automatic examination system, and the quality of questions is the key in improving examination quality, which relies on scientific test paper generation[4]. In other words, questions should be able to reflect the content of examination and the formation of questions should be so reasonable to reflect different examination targets differently. Therefore, the establishment of standardized examination database should firstly refer to the principles of test paper generation, the evaluation indexes of test paper and the relationship between each index to establish a test paper generating model.

A. Basic Principles of Test Paper Composition

1) Test paper composition must comprehensively reflect and consider the depth and breadth of syllabus.

2) Test paper composition must be conducive to students’ ability assessment, and be able to improve students’ intellectual development.

3) Test paper composition must have hierarchy and steps based on the level of difficulty, which can not only expand the distance in scores without tricky or strange questions, but also reflect depth that can measure students’ different knowledge level and intellectual differences.

4) Test paper composition must highlight the questions’ inspiration and guiding role in students’ learning methods.

5) The expression of test questions must be clear and error-free to improve the reliability of examinations.

B. Attribute Indexes of Test Questions

The questions involved in the test paper generation are stored in a database in the form of records. Common properties of questions include: scores of test paper, difficulty of test items, involved knowledge points of chapters, test patterns, estimation time and so on. Automatic test paper generation can be described as selection of a set of question combination from the database with certain question quantity, which meets the requirements of goals of the test paper generation[3]. Thus, the test paper generation is transformed into a multi-constraint objective problem, as follows: solve a test paper made by m questions and each question shall have n properties. This is equivalent to building a matrix of m * n goal.

\[
T = \begin{pmatrix}
a_{11} & a_{12} & \cdots & a_{1n} \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
a_{m1} & a_{m2} & \cdots & a_{mn}
\end{pmatrix}
\]

(1)

In the matrix, each row represents a property of question. There are totally n properties; each line represents a question meets the nth attribute. There are totally m properties. In the target state of matrix, it is assumed that the first row represents the score index of each question, expressed by \( a_{i1} \); the second row represents the difficulty attribute of each question, expressed by \( a_{i2} \); the third row represents the time attribute of each question, expressed by \( a_{i3} \); the fourth row represents the specification attribute of each question, expressed by \( a_{i4} \); and so forth with other attributes (the number of properties is set by the users based on their requirements). Based on the above listed five attributes, target matrix should satisfy the following constraints:

1) Conditions of Total Score. \( a_{i1} \) indicates the score of ith question;

\[
K = \sum_{i=1}^{m} a_{i1}
\]

(2)

2)Total score share of K type question. \( a_{i5} \) indicates the test pattern attribute of ith question;

\[
Q_i = \sum_{j=1}^{m} c_{ij} a_{i5}
\]

(3)
3) The Total Time of Test Paper. \( a_{i3} \) indicates the times of each question;

\[
T = \sum_{i=1}^{m} a_{i3}
\]

(4)

4) Coefficient of difficulty. \( a_{i2} \) indicates the difficulty of \( i \)th question;

\[
PS = \sum_{i=1}^{m} a_{i1}a_{i2} / K
\]

(5)

5) Differentiation of Test Paper. \( a_{i4} \) indicates the differentiation of \( i \)th question;

\[
DS = \sum_{i=1}^{m} a_{i3}a_{i4} / K
\]

(6)

Property coefficients of a test paper are often mutually restrained. The computer automatic generation of test paper is not a simple random process but a complex issue of several goals. The issue is which algorithm its core adopts.

C. Target Function of Automatic Test Paper Generation

It is suggested by the mathematical model used in test paper generation based on computers that automatic test paper generation is a typical optimization issue with multiple objectives, and consequently, many objectives often need to be taken into consideration at the same time, and on the premise of restriction conditions, the smaller all target functions are, the better. However, certain conflicts exist among different objectives contained in automatic test paper generation. In other words, it is hardly possible for multiple objectives to achieve optimization in one solution. Therefore, under general conditions, in the optimization solution with multiple objectives, in accordance with certain utility functions, the most commonly used method is to generate multiple objectives to a single one, and solve with the optimization methods of single target functions[6-8]. This dissertation adopts target weighting method to model automatic test paper generation, whose basic thought is to endow a weight to each target, multiply the weight of all targets with their weight coefficient correspondingly, and add them up to generate a new target function(7).

\[
\min \sum_{j=1}^{J} (d_{yj} + d_{wj})
\]

(7)

Unlike traditional methods to generate test papers, which consume a relatively long time and generate test papers in low efficiency, and thus cannot satisfy the instantaneity requirement of automatic examination system, the strategy of automatic test paper generation targets at students’ ability and selects questions from the examination database to generate a test paper. Ant colony algorithm is a kind of colony intelligence searching method, and is equipped with positive feedback paralleling mechanism, with strong searching capability, enabling it to be appropriate for the solution of automatic test paper generation, especially binary ant colony algorithm, which enables ant to only select between 0 and 1 in each moment due to its special random binary system chain structure. 0 and 1 actually correspond with “yes” and “no” of the question in examination database. Therefore, this dissertation adopts binary ant colony algorithm to conduct automatic test paper generation.

III. AUTOMATIC TEST PAPER GENERATION BASE ON ANT COLONY ALGORITHM

A. The Design of Automatic Test Paper Generation Based on Ant Colony Algorithm

Test Paper Coding Mode: Test paper coding is the first question automatic test paper generation based on ant colony algorithm needs to solve. Generally speaking, binary coding mode is the most commonly used data representation, and the easiest to simulate and realize two-valued logic in the Nature. Therefore, this dissertation adopts binary coding mode to code test papers. In practical process to generate test papers, the number of each type of questions is fixed, and as to the same question type, the answering time and score are also the same. As a result, the whole binary code can be divided into different functional blocks according to question type; each functional block corresponds with a kind of question type. Set the total length of binary code to \( LC \times VN \). \( VN \) represents the number of question...
types; \( LC \) is the number of questions in corresponding type. Assuming there are \( LC \times VN \) questions in the examination database, the coding mode is:

\[
x_1 x_2 \ldots x_{LC \times VN}, x_i = \begin{cases} 1 \\ 0 \end{cases}
\]  

(9)

Extra requirements are:

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{k} b_i = m_i
\]

(10)

\[
\sum_{i=k+1}^{k} b_i = m_i
\]

(11)

In this formula, \( k \) represents the number of type \( i \) in the examination database, and \( m_i \) represents the number of questions in each question type required by type \( i \) test paper.

The Design of Fitness Function: As an index used to judge good or bad individuals in test paper group, fitness function value requires that characteristics of questions being solved should be satisfied. This dissertation adopts target function and fitness function on test paper being solved should be satisfied. This dissertation adopts target function and fitness function on test paper generation, namely(12):

\[
f(x) = \min \left( \sum_{j=1}^{j} w_j \times (d_{ij} + d_{ji}) \right)
\]  

(12)

Rules of Pheromone Update: In order to select questions in specified number from the examination database to form a test paper that can meet users' requirements and conditions of test paper generation, pheromone concentration of each question should be initialized and volatilization value should be calculated at first. Place ants to any question in the examination database, and then select the next direction based on the preference number. Store questions picked up by the ants to a section of memory space. After all ants finish selecting initial cycle solution, check the solution selected by ants to see if it can meet all restricting conditions of automatic test paper generation. If the solution fails to meet such conditions, modify it until it does. And then adopt area searching method to further improve the solution, so that it can be closer to the optimal solution. Find out the test paper with the best target function in this round, and call it the optimal iteration solution of this round. If the solution in this round is better than the globally optimal solution, then it can replace the latter and become the optimal solution. The last step is to update pheromone.

State Transition Probability: At the initial moment, pheromone concentration of each question is the same. In the moving process, ants select a question based on pheromone concentration and volatilization value. The probability question is chosen can be reflected in the intensity of pheromone. The higher pheromone of question gets, the more frequently such question will be selected by ants. In this way, ants will accumulate more pheromone concentration of this question. The volatilization of \( t \)th question is represented by \( \eta_i, \) and the calculation formula is (13):

\[
\eta_i = \left[ \sum_{k=1}^{s} \frac{I_k(\theta_k)}{s} \right] / s
\]

(13)

Then the transition probability of ants in the moving process is:

\[
p^t_j(i) = \begin{cases} \frac{\tau_{ij}^\alpha \eta_{ij}^\beta}{k \tau_{ij}^\alpha \eta_{ij}^\beta(t)}, & s \in \text{allowed}, j \in \text{allowed}_k \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\]

(14)

Among which, \( \eta_{ij} \) represents partial volatilization value of the transition from question \( i \) to question \( j \); \( \text{allowed}_k \) represents available questions in the next step; \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) represent weight parameters respectively, which are used to coordinate pheromone and partial heuristic information of heuristic information factors on the path.

Record questions already selected by each ant with a taboo list, and continuously update in search process. \( p^t_j(i) \) represents ant \( k \)'s state transition probability from question \( i \) to question \( j \) at \( t \) moment.

Revise of Illegal Individuals: In the process of automatic test paper generation, the specified number of questions in each type is fixed. In ergodic process, ants will definitely form several illegal solutions, which should be modified to keep each individual in the group legal. The process occurs after ant colony finishes ergodic of all questions in the examination database and before path pheromone updates, aiming at modifying illegal individuals to make them reasonable. The specific steps are shown below:

1) Find out illegal individuals that cannot meet restricting conditions of test paper generation in ant colony.
2) Conduct multiple-refund operation on individuals.
3) Further this operation if there are still conflicts.
4) Conduct supplementary operation for any deficiency.
5) After refund and supplement is finished, the revise of illegal individuals is completed.

Termination Conditions of Algorithm: Under the circumstances when the number executed by ant
algorithm has reached the maximum number of iteration, or the fitness value has reached the preset value, and better optimal solution fails to occur to replace the existed optimal solution even after many times of iteration, automatic test paper generation is completed.

B. The implementation of Ant Colony Algorithm

1) Set requirements in test paper generation.
2) Initialization of ant colony and path. All initial pheromones on the path of test questions are 0; initial time \( t=0 \).
3) Select a question number randomly from the examination database and put into corresponding taboo list, and set the index number of ants’ taboo list to 1.
4) Add 1 to cycle index.
5) In accordance with state transition probability formula, individual ants select question numbers that should be selected in the next step.
6) Transit ants to new questions after selection, insert corresponding question numbers to the taboo list, and modify index number in the taboo list.
7) Contrast questions selected by each ant to requirements input by users, if such requirements are satisfied, a test paper is achieved.
8) If the test paper is better than overall optimal test paper, the former can replace the latter.
9) Partial and overall pheromone update.
10) End condition judgment. If end condition is satisfied, input the optimal test paper, otherwise, skip to Step 4) and continue with test paper generation. The detailed procedure of test paper generation is shown in Figure 1.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT AND ANALYSIS

A. Requirement of Test Paper generation and Parameter Settings

In order to test the performance of automatic test paper composition stated in this dissertation, the experiment was made under the conditions-CPU3GHz, 2G internal memory, Windows XP operating system, and Visual C++ programming language. There are 1000 test papers in the question bank, covering ten chapters in total. See the structure of test papers and the distribution of scores in each chapter in Table 1 and Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chapter</th>
<th>Fraction</th>
<th>Chapter</th>
<th>Fraction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Number of Question</th>
<th>Fraction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Choice</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blank filling</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True or false</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
B. Comparison of the Efficiency of Test Paper Generation

In order to examine the efficiency of test paper generating algorithm put forward in this dissertation, random drawing and genetic algorithm should be adopted to conduct ten groups of experiments on automatic test paper generation under the same conditions. The time spent on each group of successful experiments is shown in Figure 2. It can be seen from the result of Table 1 that the speed of random drawing is relatively slow, test paper generation costs a long time and the efficiency of such generation is extremely low. The time genetic algorithm costs is also far longer than ant colony algorithm does, which is mainly because in hereditary variation process, it is easy for genetic algorithm to generate illegal individuals, which take a long time to revise. Ant colony algorithm in this dissertation adopts positive feedback paralleling mechanism, which is equipped with the ability of fast and intelligent searching, which enables it to find out the optimal test paper generating plan in the shortest time, thus effectively improving the efficiency of test paper generation.

C. Comparison of the Success Rate of Test Paper Generation

The comparison of the success rate of several test paper generating algorithms can be seen in Figure 3 and Figure 4. It is suggested by the result that random drawing has the lowest success rate in test paper generation, and the most times of failures, followed by genetic algorithm. The test paper generation based on ant colony algorithm put forward in this dissertation reaches 100% success rate when the number required is not big. While when the number required is big, it can keep above 99% success rate. However, random drawing and genetic algorithm suffer from a substantial increase in the times of failures. It is suggested by the result of contrast that test paper generating method based on ant colony improves the success rate and efficiency of test paper generation. Therefore, test paper generating method based on ant colony algorithm is quite suitable for the current requirements of online examinations.

V. CONCLUSION

With the development of internet and computer technology, the degree of educational informationization has been rising, and with striking changes in the mode of examination, intelligent test paper generating algorithm is becoming increasingly important. Aiming at the solution procedure of such a typical constraint satisfaction issue of test paper generation, this dissertation suggests adopting group intelligent searching method-ant colony algorithm in automatic test paper generation. It is suggested by the result of such simulation that when comparing with traditional and automatic methods to generate test papers, ant colony algorithm can find out the optimal plan in test paper generation in the shortest time, especially when the number required is big, it can still maintain a high success rate, thus better realizing the strategy of test paper generation, and laying a firm foundation for constructing a perfect automatic examination system based on computers.
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